
Truth, Natural Law, Heaven and Hell
(Bible Symbolism)

 “There are two ways, one of life and one of death, 
but a great difference between the two ways.”
- The Didache

"Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate 
and broad is the way that leads to destruction, 
and there are many who go in by it. Because 
narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which 
leads to life, and there are few who find it." 
- Mat 7:13-14

“The original teachings of The Way was a system whereby the seeker/disciple takes the yoke of Messiah/Christ upon 
themselves -- picking up their own cross and travailing in TheWay -- which enables the disciple to enter through the 
‘narrow gate’ and dwell in the Kingdom, while still physically alive in the body -- overcoming the division of heaven 
and earth within the person.”

“Virgin Birth represents an important portrayal 
that is common to the journey of all of humanity 
through the process of the necessary subsequent 
stages of birth. A spiritual process.” “Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree cannot bring forth 

evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and 
cast into the fire. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.” - Mat 7:17-20

“Physical death does NOT open the door to the 
Kingdom. You must be born a second time to 
enter into Life and the Kingdom”

“What man ignorantly portrays as evil, is merely the Laws of Correction of the 
Left Hand returning to each individual person, as well as groups, the fruit of 
their own ways.”

Natural Law, is the key to knowledge, the knowledge of wisdom, the wisdom of Right-Action.

“...because there are many who go wrong in this life, I do not consider that it is easy to pronounce, without danger, 
that any one knows or understands those things, which, in order to be opened up, need the key of knowledge; which 
key, the Savior declared, lay with those who were skilled in the Law” - Origen

 “If the words of Jesus are true -- and the Kingdom is within you -- then the question that Christians should be asking, 
is how must the Kingdom be entered?   The answer is the proper application of the Key of Knowledge by turning the 
scriptures within your own mind and being”

Seeking pleasure, gratification, amuzement, enjoyment, ease, comfort, 
convenience, over that of seeking Truth that can be incovenient, discomforting, 
hard to face, & not pleasurable is due to our current choice to engage in 
wrongdoings and immorality. Emboying Truth is Hard work, the Great Work.

“We are the Prodigal Sons and Daughters of the Most High -- and any time that we truly desire to return to the Edenic 
Kingdom, all that is required is that we seek Truth over manmade doctrine i(.e. turn about from the ways of this world), 
and we will find the Kingdom Come Within Us.  This is the Truth, the Light, and The Way for all of mankind.”

The path, the gate, is narrow. Truth, Love, Good, Right is one Way, it’s strict & requires a narrow focus of dedication & effort 
to it (tribulation, hardship), not a wide array of convenience, but strict and arduous effort to pass through. It is difficult to 
walk and live in The Way, not easy as is a wide gate to pass through, of comfort, ease, amusement, gratification, enjoyment, 
convenience, comfort. The Way is a narrow Servitude to Truth, giving yourself to Truth, embarce Truth, Care for Truth.

“Put to death, therefore, whatever belongs to 
your earthly nature” - Col 3:5

“For if ye live after the flesh, ye shall die: but if ye through 
the Spirit do mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall live. ”
- Rom 8:13

“Thayer's Lexicon uses the term initiate -- and an initiate is one who has become prepared to receive higher instruction and 
revelation.   In the parable of the ten virgins (Matt 25:1-13), only those who had prepared themselves with the oil of 
purification could receive the Lord at his coming.   Thus, the five who had prepared themselves were the initiates -- and 
while the other five virgins believed and had faith in his coming -- and were in fact awaiting the coming of the Lord -- to 
those believers who had not prepared themselves with the oil of purification it was said: ‘Assuredly, I say to you, I do not 
know you’"

We create Heaven by emboying Truth, Good, Right, Natural Law, Higher Nature, Higher Self

We create Hell/Evil by embodying Falsity through ignorance or rejection of Truth.
Our behvioral conditioning, mind control & spells of sorcery magic to construct our reality
(false ideas, conceptions, definitions, meaning), put us here, creating Evil through our ways of living.

7 Virtues and values to live in alignment with Truth
Seven Spirits of Good 
Neter Universal Principles

7 Vices to live life in rejection of Truth
Seven Spirits of Evil

The most alive I have felt is in 
seeking Truth & aquiring it.

Ladder
Degrees

Steps
Grades
Levels
Stages
Births

Awakenings

Heaven

Hell Earth element

Air element

“Dead, Death”

“Alive, Life”Ma’at, Isis, Right Hand (Truth, Law, morality, justice)

Isfet, Eris, Left Hand (falsity, immorality, evil)

Perdition, Tartarus

Salvation, Elysium

The Way of Truth is 
the bridge between 
“Heaven” and “Earth”

Initial Care, rebirthed, reawakened, resurrected,
initiated, begun on the spirituial journey on the 
path towards Truth, The Way.

Expansion & Evolution of
Consciousness

The Call to seek Truth
and walk the Path,

walk and live The Way,
effort towards Transformation

untransformed carnal beastly stateLow base “carnal” consciousness, of the “flesh”

Higher evolved “Christ” consciousness, of the “Spirit”

“There is an Equation To Enlightenment
The abandonment of this equation, while on occasion, permits syncretistic factors to 
provide the semblance of success -- in the manner of a broken clock that is correct 
twice in the period of a day -- but True Success can only be assured when Natural 
Laws indigenous to all planes of reality are simultaneously Evolved and Consciously 
Harmonized in a Sustained Effort to Focus all Activity in the absolute zenith of the 
pinnacle of expressive Being. The original Gospel accounts portrayed Jesus as a man 
who fulfilled the Law within himself to become the Anointed.”

Kingdom

"We must go through many 
hardships to enter the kingdom 

of God” - Acts 14:22 NIV

“Those who belong to Christ 
Jesus have crucified the 

sinful nature with its passions 
and desires" - Gal 5:24 NIV

You cannot create real lasting good from evil roots, from engaging in falsity as a way of living.
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